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AN ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS OF 
 

 

 

 

Lubna Maher Dada        for             Master of Science 

                                                            Major: Chemistry 

 

 

 

Title: What is the effect of urban emission of acid gases (NO2 and SO2) on the 

physical and chemical properties of aerosols? 

 

 

Beirut, which lies at the Eastern Mediterranean shore, is subject to two different 

types of dust storms. These dust storms, which are of Arabian or African origins and have 

different characteristics, result in an increase in total particulate matter concentration in the 

atmosphere. Atmospheric aerosols are subject to mixing with acid gases, anthropogenic 

pollution, and marine particles resulting in physical and chemical transformations of 

primary particles along with the formation of secondary ones. 

Dust storms result in a total increase in the acidic gases HONO, HNO3 and H2SO4. 

Along with the direct deposition effects on the environment, acidic gases influence the 

inorganic content of particulate matter; mainly nitrates and sulfates. The change in chemical 

content and properties of aerosols is coupled to change in particles’ morphology. 

Furthermore, due to their different trajectories, dust storms result in different bacterial and 

fungal counts in particulate matter.  

In this thesis, a comprehensive evaluation of the changes in bacterial and fungal 

content, morphology, sizes and chemical transformations of dust particles and their effect on 

the re-evaporation of acid gases and the deposition of aged and more soluble particles is 

offered. Results can be incorporated in regional models of aerosol transport, used for raising 

awareness related to health issues during dusty days and inform regulatory agencies on the 

changes and their impacts on the ecosystem during dusty episodes. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 
 

 

A. Particulate matter and dust storms 

 

Particulate matter (PM) or aerosols are suspended particles (solids or liquids) 

released into the atmosphere by primary or secondary emission sources1. These particles 

are subject to many chemical and physical processes, depending on the meteorological and 

synoptic environmental conditions. Atmospheric aerosols are characterized by their 

elemental composition, mass concentration, size distribution, morphology, biological 

content, and most importantly by their diameter size1. Particles whose diameter is between 

2.5 and 10 µm are commonly known as coarse particles, those whose diameter ranges 

between 2.5 and 0.25µm are particles in the accumulation mode, and those with diameters 

less than 0.25μ are ultrafine particles2.  

Coarse particles are produced by mechanical processes and are subject to long 

distance transport by convection and impaction, and to deposition by gravity or rainfall3. 

Sea-salts and mineral dust make a large fraction of coarse particles4,5. The smaller particles, 

on the other hand, are the result of chemical reactions and condensation processes (example 
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gas to particle conversions)2,3,6. These particles are resident in the atmosphere for days and 

weeks, unlike the coarse particles2. 

Dust outbreaks are known to alter the characteristics of local aerosols and result in 

changes in their physical and chemical states. The mixing of mineral dust with 

anthropogenic occurring aerosols4,5, triggers the chemical and morphological deformation 

of primary atmospheric particles along with the formation of new secondary ones7. Beirut, 

being part of the northern hemisphere and lying on the eastern Mediterranean shore, is 

susceptible to two sources of dust storms: Arabian Desert and African Desert8,9. Dusty days 

are common during the spring and fall seasons10, and have become more frequent in the 

region due to synoptic and climate changes11-13.  A recent study, reviewing the past 49 

years, reported a trend of 0.27 dusty days increase annually, along with elevated summer 

temperatures and longer periods of heat and droughts14,15. African dust storms originate 

from the Saharan Desert, which extends over North Africa, and are known to be the largest 

contributor to particulate matter in the atmosphere 13.  Such storms pass over highly 

populated urban areas (mainly Egypt), carrying along anthropogenic pollutants, and over 

the Mediterranean Sea carrying along marine aerosols9,13,16,17. Arabian Desert storms, 

originate in the Arabian Peninsula, and pass over an arid urban environment before 

reaching our region7.  

While few studies18-23, conducted mainly at the American University of Beirut 

(AUB), characterize atmospheric particulate matter in Lebanon, this is the first study that 

defines the influence of dust-storms on the size segregated inorganic ion composition of 
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PM and the associated gases, the morphology of dust particles as well as the bioaerosols 

associated with dust.  

 

B. Thesis Layout 

Chapter II describes the influence of dust storms on mass concentration and 

inorganic ion content of the size segregated particulate matter in AUB, Beirut, Lebanon. 

The sampling was conducted on the roof top of the chemistry department at AUB. The 

dependency of PM composition on particle-size and Arabian dust outbreaks is explored. 

Results provide insights on the influence of aged mineral dust and marine aerosols mixed 

with anthropogenic pollution on the physical and chemical transformations taking place in 

the bulk of aerosols at the different sizes. 

Chapter III outlines the correlations between acidic gaseous species and PM 

inorganic components collected during Arabian dusty and non-dusty days in AUB. In this 

chapter, we explore the mechanism of action relating gas-to-particle partitioning and its 

effect on the content of gases like HONO, HNO3 and H2SO4 and nitrates and sulfates in 

particles.  

Chapters IV and V describe the changes in the morphology as well as the bacterial 

and fungi counts associated with long-range transport of particles during dusty days.  

Given the increase in the frequency of dust episodes in the Mediterranean region, 

this study offers a comprehensive evaluation of the changes in the bacterial and fungi 

content, morphology, sizes and chemical transformations of dust particles and their effect 
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on the re-evaporation of acid gases and the deposition of aged and more soluble particles. 

Results can be incorporated in regional models of aerosol transport, used for raising 

awareness related to health (increase of PM and bacterial count) during dusty days and 

inform regulatory agencies on the changes and their impacts on the ecosystem during dusty 

episodes. 
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CHAPTER II 

INFLUENCE OF ARABIAN DUST TRANSPORT ON WATER-

SOLUBLE INORGANIC IONS IN SIZE-SEGREGATED 

AEROSOLS IN BEIRUT 
 

 

A. Introduction 

Mineral dust appears as a large fraction of atmospheric aerosols, making up to 36% 

of the total 5,24, during normal days. These are particles with different sizes carried by short 

or long transport of air masses. The importance of studying such particles lies within their 

chemical composition and their pathogenic character. It has been known that these have 

light scattering and absorbing capabilities8,25-28. Also, studies have shown the capacity of 

dust particles to accommodate carcinogenic molecules, as well as, heavy metals; affecting 

the human health 29-31. The smaller the particle diameter, the easier its access to the 

respiratory system and hence, the more it stimulates respiratory and cardiovascular 

diseases. This is when studying the composition of particles of different size diameters 

becomes necessary, and therefore relating all aforementioned characteristics to particle 

diameter. 

Beirut, among other eastern Mediterranean cities, lies at the intersection of the three 

continents Asia, African and Europe and therefore experiences different trajectories of air 

masses carrying along particulate matter of different sizes and chemical components. First, 

Beirut experiences Northern winds coming from highly polluted and industrial Europe. 
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Also, it is subject to dust outbreaks originating in the Saharan desert in North Africa and 

passing over the Mediterranean Sea and Egypt 10. Finally, East and South-east winds from 

the Arabian Desert pass over arid areas and Syria to our region 11-13. Studies conducted in 

the north-western (Spain, France, Italy) 32-38 and eastern Mediterranean regions (Greece, 

Turkey, Israel) 20,23,39-51 emphasized the diversity of the atmosphere over the Mediterranean 

basin and the influence of dust events on aerosol composition. 

In this study, size segregated aerosols are collected during Arabian dust outbreaks 

and compared to samples collected during non-dusty days, in terms of particulate mass 

distribution, ionic composition and ionic ratios. Also, acidic gas concentrations are 

determined. Results are also used to understand the effect of acidic gases on particle 

conversion and content, assess the aerosol chlorine depletion and neutralization factor of 

each size fraction, and to determine the effect of dust event on the nitrogen and sulfur 

solubility and deposition of particles onto the surface of the ocean.  

 

B. Materials and Methods 

1. Sampling location 

Sampling was conducted around 40 m above sea level on the roof-top of the 

Chemistry department at the American University of Beirut; North-West Beirut, Lebanon. 

The site is surrounded by a green belt of trees and shrubbery from the South, and faces the 

Mediterranean Sea from the North. This sampling location is considered an urban 

background site which is affected mainly by sea breeze. Also, it is far from any industrial 
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pollution sources and the closest roadway is located around 150 m North-East. Further 

description of the site is detailed by Baalbaki et al. 2013 and Daher et al. 2013 18,52 and its 

location is shown in Fig. 2.1.  

 

2. HYbrid Single-Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory (HYSPLIT) 

48h air mass backward trajectories for all sampling days were checked using 

NOAA-HYSPLIT model 53,54 for the predication of dusty and non-dusty days.  One model 

run per sampling day was considered for all sites, as sites are within few kilometers away 

from each other. HYSPLIT was run at three different altitudes between 1 and 5 km, the 

height of an average dust event. Samples were collected during Arabian dust outbreaks, 

which have low initial heights (2 to 4 km) and show east and south-east trajectories 7,55. 

Dust days were confirmed using BSC Dream Atmospheric Dust Forecast System. Wind 

speed and direction, local weather and visibility were used as other indications to the 

occurrence of dusty days. Figure 2.1 displays the air mass trajectories of sampling days 
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Figure 2.1 NOAA-HYSPLIT air mass trajectories showing: a-f) north and north west 

trajectories and g-l) east and south east trajectories.  
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3. Collection techniques 

Soluble gases and size resolved aerosols were sampled between July and November 

2013 at ambient level during dusty and non-dusty days. The aerosol and gas samples are 

collected using a Rupprecht & Patashnick Partisol 2300. Two sampling apparatus were set 

in parallel to account for %RSD.  Following the sample procedure of Daher et al. 2013, 

aerosol collection extended over 24h using Sioutas Personal Cascade Impactor Samplers 

(Sioutas PCIS, SKC Inc., Eighty Four, PA, USA) preceded by PM10 inlets and operating at 

9 l/min 52. Dust particles were collected according to their size fractions; 10–2.5 μm 

(coarse) and 2.5–0.25 μm (accumulation) were collected on 25mm Teflon filters and 

<0.25 μm (quasi-ultrafine) were collected on 37 mm Teflon filters.  

Soluble acidic gases (HONO, HNO3 and H2SO4) were sampled for 24hr using a 

diffusion denuder system.  The system is based on two Honey Comb denuders (HC) coated 

with 1% NaCO3 and 1% glycerol in 50:50 water: methanol solution and placed in series in 

Rupprecht & Patashnick (R&P) Chemcomb™ cartridges. Sampling and analysis of trace 

gases is fully described in the following chapter and in Saliba and Chamseddine 22. 

 

4. Gas Monitoring Station 

The monitoring station is located at the roof top of the Chemistry department at the 

American University of Beirut (AUB). It is equipped with Thermo Environmental 

analyzers used to measure ozone (Model 49i, UV Photometric Prininciple), nitrogen oxides 

(Model 42i, Chemiluminescence Principle), sulfur dioxide (Model 43i, Pulsed Fluorescence 
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Principle), and carbon monoxide (Model 48i, Gas Filter Correlation infrared principle) 

(Table 2.1). The sampled air goes inside an inlet that is located 1 m above the station roof 

through glass and Teflon pipes and tubing.  Mild heating and PTFE filters are used to retain 

condensed water molecules and particulate matter respectively from entering to the 

analyzers. The analyzers are calibrated using the Thermo Environmental Multigas 

Calibrator (Model 146i) for both zero and span concentrations. Zero air is provided from 

the Thermo Zero Air Generators (Model 111) connected to the Thermo Dual Reactor 

(Model 1150). Span gases are provided from standard gas bottles for NO, CO and SO2.  O3 

was internally generated inside the calibrator.  

The Met One instruments (http://www.metone.com/meteorology.php) were used to 

setup the weather station that records wind speed and direction, air temperature, relative 

humidity, pressure, solar radiation and precipitation at a logging interval of 1 min. It is 

placed on a pole that was lifted about 5 m above the monitoring station at the AUB-

Chemistry roof top.  

Table 2.1 General specifications for the Thermo Environmental gas analyzers  

  Logging time Flow rate (L/min) Detection limit (ppb) Precision (ppb) 

NOx 1 min 0.6 0.4 ± 0.4 

SO2 1 min 0.5 <0.5 ± 1 

 

  

http://www.metone.com/meteorology.php
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5. Ion Chromatography  

Coated denuders are extracted by a 20mL of Deionized water for the detection of 

soluble acidic gases. Each Teflon was placed in a 25ml sterile conical flask with 20 ml of 

deionized water and sonicated for 50 min for the removal of of anions (Br−, F−, Cl−, NO2
−, 

NO3
−, and SO4

2−) and cations (Na+, NH4
+, K+, Mg2+, and Ca2+).  

Both extracts are micro-filtered and analyzed by ion chromatography 22 then 

analyzed using ion chromatography Metrohm 850 professional IC AnCat with 858 

Professional Sample Processor.   

Cation separation was accomplished using a METROSEP C4 -150/4.0 IC 

analytical column (4.0 ×150.0 mm) with a 10-μl sample loop. The cation mobile phase is 

2.5 mM Nitric acid (prepared by dissolving 0.310 ml of 65% nitric acid in 2L of 18.2 mΩ 

Ultrapure water at a flow rate of 0.9 ml/min at 25℃. 

Anion separation was accomplished using a METROSEP A Supp 7 -250 

(4.0mmID ×250mmL) analytical column with a 50-μl sample loop. A solution of 3.6 

mM Na2CO3 was used as an eluent at a flow rate of 0.8 ml/ min at 45℃. 

a. Calibration and standardization 

The calibration curves of each anion and cation are reported in Table 2.2
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Table 2.2:  Calibration Curves of cations and anions and their corresponding correlation coefficients 

 

Date   Na+ NH4
+ K+ Mg2+ Ca2+ 

23/01/2014 
Equation y = 0.1565x y = 0.0195x + 0.0051 y = 0.0905x y = 0.3448x y = 0.1966x 

R2 0.9998 0.999 0.9996 0.9988 0.9995 

30/01/2014 
Equation y = 0.1659x y = 0.2272x y = 0.0973x y = 0.3469x y = 0.1983x 

R2 0.9997 0.9997 0.9995 0.9998 0.9999 

Date   Cl- NO2
- NO3

- PO4
3- SO4

2- 

23/08/2013 
Equation y = 0.3015x - 0.0427 y = 0.2089x - 0.0342 y = 0.1472x - 0.0145 y = 0.1964x - 0.0228 y = 0.0705x - 0.006 

R2 0.9989 0.9989 0.9987 0.9983 0.9991 

30/10/2013 
Equation y = 0.3063x - 0.0624 y = 0.2122x - 0.0479 y = 0.1505x - 0.0282 y = 0.0717x - 0.0109 y = 0.2014x - 0.0431 

R² 0.9998 0.9998 0.9998 0.9997 0.9997 

8/12/2013 
Equation y = 0.3009x - 0.0404 y = 0.2093x - 0.0272 y = 0.1471x - 0.0181 y = 0.0701x - 0.0063 y = 0.1967x - 0.0271 

R2 0.9991 0.9991 0.9991 0.9994 0.9991 

15/1/2014 
Equation y = 0.128x - 0.0558 

 
y = 0.0888x - 0.0385 y = 0.0616x - 0.0249 y = 0.0291x - 0.0141 

R2 0.9995 
 

0.9992 0.999 0.999 

11/2/2014 
Equation y = 0.2815x - 0.0344 

 
y = 0.1378x - 0.021 y = 0.064x - 0.0091 y = 0.1788x - 0.0198 

R2 0.9991 
 

0.9991 0.9992 0.9993 
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b. LOD and LOQ 

LOD defined as the limit of detection of the ion chromatography machine, is the 

concentration of a certain element that the Ion chromatography machine is able to detect. 

It is calculated by going as low as possible in concentration, running the same 

concentration 3 times, and computing the standard deviation of these. Followed by drawing 

a linear calibration curve, the slope is used in the following formula:  

LOD =  3
𝑠

𝑚
 

where s in the standard deviation and m is the slope. LOD for the cations was found 

to be: 0.0055, 0.0021, 0.087, 0.0036, 0.012, and 0.038 for Na+, NH4
+, K+, Mg2+, and Ca2+ 

respectively. For the anions the LOD was found to be 0.0016, 0.0002, 0.0069, 0.015 and 

0.0026 for Cl−, NO2
−, NO3

−, PO4
3- and SO4

2− respectively.  

 

LOQ is the limit of quantification of the Ion chromatograph. It is calculated by 

following the same procedure above, however using the following formula:  

LOQ =  10
𝑠

𝑚
    ; 

where s is the standard deviation and m is the slope. LOQ for the cations was found to be: 

0.0069, 0.29, 0.011, 0.039 and 0.13  for Na+, NH4
+, K+, Mg2+, and Ca2+ respectively. For 

the anions the LOD was found to be 0.007, 0.02, 0.012, 0.039, and 0.13 for Cl−, NO2
−, 

NO3
−, PO4

3- and SO4
2− respectively. 
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c. Blank 

i. Blank denuders 

 

Coated denuders are kept in a purged glove box during the sampling time, and later 

extracted and analyzed via IC to serve as a background. Prior to each sample run, deionized 

water alone and the coating solution is analyzed via IC to account for any contamination. 

To eliminate any cross contamination between samples, six denuders are labeled by 

numbers 1D-6D, placed in beakers labeled 1B-6B, filled with deionized water and 

sonicated. The water is removed, then the beakers are refilled and the denuders are 

sonicated again. During each sample collection, the denuders used in each cartridge are 

identified and thereby the corresponding blank denuder is used as a background reference. 

 

ii. Blank Filters:  

 

To account for the ions present in blank filters, three Teflon filters of each diameter 

size (33mm and 25mm) were extracted in 20ml deionized water by 50 minutes of 

sonication at 80MHz following the same extraction procedure of the sampled filters. The 

extracts were filtered using 0.25µm syringe filters and analyzed by IC. The average areas of 

the blanks were subtracted from the sampled filters’ areas for each filter size.   
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C. Results and discussion 

1. Characteristics of Dust Storms 

 

Beirut experiences three different types of air trajectories 10. First, north and north-

west winds, originating from Europe and passing over the Mediterranean Sea, are identified 

as non-dusty days (Fig. 2.1 a-f). West and south west trajectories, on the other hand, 

originate from the Saharan Desert which extends over North Africa, pass over Egypt and 

are known as African Dust Storms. These are mostly frequent during the Spring season and 

usually last between 2 to 4 days13. Finally, air masses showing east and south-east 

trajectories are known as Arabian Desert storms. These originate from the Arabian 

Peninsula, pass over Syria and usually occur in the Fall Season for a duration that lasts for 1 

day 16. Since, in this study the sampling campaign is conducted during the Fall Season of 

year 2014, the dust-storm samples collected are identified by HYSPLIT to have east and 

south-east wind trajectories (Fig. 2.1 g-l) and are, therefore, of an Arabian origin. 

 

2. Coarse, accumulation and fine mass concentration of particulate matter  

The mass distribution of PM according to diameter size is shown in Table 2.3. 

During non-dusty days average Total PM was found to be 48.72μg/m3 in comparison to 

dusty days where the average almost doubles to reach 92.81μg/m3. During dust outbreaks, 

Total PM concentration reached a maximum of 135.92μg/m3 accompanied with an increase 

of temperature and decreased visibility. Although this increase in total PM concentration is 

attributed to an increase in all size fractions of dust, the accumulation fraction showed the 
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highest increase (208%), followed by the coarse (117%) and fine (4.6%) fractions, 

respectively. 
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Table 2.3: Size-resolved mass concentrations of particulate matter (PM) during non-dusty 

and dusty samples 

Non-Dusty UF (µg/m3) Acc (µg/m3) CPM (µg/m3) Total PM 

23-Jul-13 26.33 15.46 25.59 67.38 

29-Jul-13 12.97 6.58 14.85 34.4 

22-Aug-13 17.94 7.32 15.50 40.76 

4-Sep-13 13.79 5.94 23.99 43.72 

10-Sep-13 22.26 6.34 22.44 51.03 

26-Nov-13 19.30 11.11 24.64 55.05 

Dusty UF (µg/m3) Acc (µg/m3) CPM (µg/m3) Total PM 

23-Oct-13 21.64 10.39 29.10 61.14 

30-Oct-13 16.46 22.44 53.22 92.12 

5-Nov-13 19.78 38.44 63.41 121.63 

7-Nov-13 18.99 42.44 74.52 135.95 

12-Nov-13 16.71 33.59 36.58 86.88 

19-Nov-13 24.24 15.22 18.97 58.43 

Figure 2.2: Bar graph showing the concentrations of total PM and each size fraction during 

non-dusty and dusty days (UF: Ultrafine, Acc: accumulation , CPM: coarse particulate 

matter) 
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3. Sea Salts (SS) 

SS contribution was estimated as the sum of Na+ concentration and sea-salt fractions 

of Cl−, Mg2+, K+, Ca2+, and SO4
2− concentrations, assuming standard sea-water composition 

using soluble Na+ as a tracer for sea-salt 6,56; and where  

[Na+]ss = [Na+]total 

[Cl-]ss= 1.8 [Na+] 

[Mg2+]ss= 0.12[Na+] 

[K+]ss= 0.036[Na+] 

[Ca2+]ss= 0.038[Na+] 

[SO4
2-]ss= 0.252[Na+] 

  

Figure 2.3: Box plots showing the sea-salt ions in CPM, ACC and UFP fractions during 

non-dusty and dusty days (Lowest whiskers represent the lowest concentration, the highest 

whiskers represent the highest concentration, the middle represents the average). 
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and the fine as shown in Figure 2.3. In dusty days, the decrease in the overall concentration 

of all sea-salts in all size fractions is seen during dusty days (Fig. 2.3); average sea-salts’ 

concentration in the coarse mode decreases from 2.15 to 1.13 μg/m3, in the accumulation 

mode from 0.85 to 0.76 μg/m3 and in the ultrafine fraction from 0.59 to 0.55 μg/m3. This is 

due to air-mass trajectories originating from arid lands and competing with local sea-

breeze.  

 

Ionic chloride to sodium ratio  

Also, the ionic ratio of Cl-/Na+ has been studied for all size fractions during dusty 

and non-dusty. The typical sea-salt ratio is 1.81 57,58. Since sea-salts are mainly 

concentrated in the coarse size fraction 6,59, the focus of chloride depletion assessment in 

this section will be on this size fraction. It is found that the Cl-/Na+ ratio drops from 1.41 

during non-dusty days to 0.93 during dusty days. These results are consistent with data 

from previous years, in which, for most sampling days chlorine depletion is attributed to 

several reactions that take place in the atmosphere in the presence of acid gases as shown in 

reactions (1)-(8) 57,59-70: 

HNO3 (g) + NaCl (s, aq) → NaNO3 (s, aq) + HCl (g) (1) 

H2SO4 (aq) + 2NaCl (s, aq) → Na2SO4 (s, aq) + 2HCl (g) (2) 

2NO2 (g) + NaCl (s, aq) → ClNO (g) + NaNO3 (s, aq)  (3) 

N2O5 (g) + NaCl (s, aq) → ClNO2 (g) + NaNO3 (s, aq)  (4) 
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ClONO2 (g) + NaCl (s, aq) → Cl2 (g) + NaNO3 (s, aq)  (5) 

ClNO2 (g) + hv → Cl + NO2(g)  (6) 

Cl2(g) + hv → 2Cl.  (7) 

Cl. + O3 → ClO. + O2  (8) 

 

Hence, chorine depletion identified by such heterogeneous replacement of Cl- 

occurs and therefore results in the formation of particulate NO3
- and SO4

2- and the release 

of HCl in the atmosphere via reactions (1) and (2). Furthermore, reactions (4)-(8) lead to 

the formation of ClNO2(g) and ClNO(g) which upon photolysis generate Cl· radical. This 

latter has been shown to be important able to act as a source or a sink of ozone depending 

on the levels of NOx and Hydrocarbons in the troposphere71,72. 

 

4. Crustal ions 

Non sea-salt Potassium, Magnesium and Calcium, are considered crustal elements 

56. They experience 65, 60 and 75% increase, respectively, during dusty days. During non-

dusty, Mg is more abundant in the accumulation and fine fractions (Fig. 2.4), and is 

identified to be emitted from primary sources 73 . Ca (Fig. 2.5) appears in the coarse mode 

during non-dusty days indicating that it originates from sources different than those of 

magnesium, and are attributed mainly to dust resuspentions 74. During dusty days Ca2+ and 

Mg2+ exhibit similar trends of variation with the coarse fraction being affected the most 

(81% increase in the coarse vs 76% and 61% in the accumulation and ultrafine, for calcium 
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and 172% increase in the coarse vs 43% and 5% in the accumulation and ultrafine, 

respectively  for magnesium). This can be attributed to soil-derived Mg and Ca enriching 

the air parcels originating from the Arabian Desert 8.  

  

Figure 2.4: Box plots showing the non-seasalt magnesium ions in CPM, ACC and UFP 

fractions during non-dusty and dusty days 

 

  

Figure 2.5 Box plots showing the non-seasalt Calcium ions in CPM, ACC and UFP 

fractions during non-dusty and dusty days 
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Figure 2.6: Box plots showing potassium ion concentrations in CPM, ACC and UFP 

fractions during non-dusty and dusty days 
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during dusty days 7. In fact, crystals rich with KNO3 were imaged by SEM during dusty 

events and are reported by our group 7 
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coating or reacting with mineral particles is important. Of these reactions are the enhanced 

reactions of mineral dust with urban acidic gases which lead to the transformation of 

mineral dust particles into sulfates and nitrates enriched particles. 

During non-dusty days, nitrates are more concentrated in coarse fractions, followed 

by accumulation and fine fraction (Fig. 2.7) and are consistent with measured size 

distribution of urban nitrate aerosols discussed by Seinfield and Pandis and references 

therein 6,59. Nitrates follow the same size distribution trend during dusty days, yet 

experience a huge increase by 73, 74 and 58% in the coarse, accumulation and fine 

fractions, respectively. This result is in agreement with previous analyses done in Beirut 22. 

Several possible mechanisms contribute to the formation of nitrates in particulate matter as 

illustrated in reactions (1), (3), (4), (5) and (9) 82. Reaction (9) is a heterogeneous reaction 

that takes place only at higher relative humidity. Other homogenous and heterogeneous 

reactions could involve the interaction of HNO3 with Ca(CO3)2, Mg(CO3)2 and KCl to form 

Ca(NO3)2, Mg(NO3)2, and KNO3(Reactions (10)-(12)) 83,84. This mechanism is supported 

by the increase of crustal elements during dust and by the correlations between crustal 

elements and nitrates during these dusty days, which appear to be the highest in the coarse 

particles mode. The correlations in the coarse appear as r2 = 0.91 between K+ and NO3
-, r2 = 

0.65 between Na+ and NO3
- , r2 = 0.99 between Ca2+ and NO3

- and finally r2 = 0.28 between 

Mg2+ and NO3
-.   

2NO2(g) + H2O → HONO(g) + HNO3(p) (9) 

Ca(CO3)2 + 2HNO3 → Ca(NO3)2 + 2H+
(aq) + 2CO3

2-
(aq) (10) 
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Mg(CO3)2 + 2HNO3 → Mg(NO3)2 + 2H+
(aq) + 2CO3

2-
(aq) (11) 

KCl + HNO3 → KNO3 + HCl(g) (12) 

  

  

Figure 2.7: Box plots showing the nitrate ion concentrations in CPM, ACC and UFP 

fractions during non-dusty and dusty days 
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(Reaction (14) 6,57,88). Considering all these reactions, SO4
2- is expected to associate with H+ 

rather than crustal elements (coarse)89 and its production from sea-salts (coarse) is limited 

90. Sulfate formation as a result of nucleation with emitted ammonia gas (fine) is mostly 

favored 6; hence, the abundance of sulfates in the accumulation and ultrafine size fractions. 

CaCO3(p) + H2SO4 → CaSO4(p) + 2H+
(aq) + CO3

2-
(aq) (13) 

2NaCl(p) + + H2SO4 → Na2SO4 (p) + 2HCl(g) (14) 

  

Figure 2.8 Box plots showing the non-seasalt sulfate ion concentrations in CPM, ACC and UFP 

fractions during non-dusty and dusty days 
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an important effect on nitrogen-deposition and consequently affecting the soil acidification, 

and biodiversity loss in sensitive ecosystems 95-98. 

Ammonium concentration, during non-dusty days, is the highest in the ultrafine 

fraction as shown in Fig.2.9, followed by the accumulation then the coarse, and is 

consistent with several studies that identified ammonium to exist in the fine mode 89,99. 

Ammonium experiences a 78% increase in its total mass concentration when going from 

non-dusty to dusty days. This increase is seen mostly in the accumulation mode with a 

concentration of 2.2 μg/m3; corresponding to around 92% increase. In fact, secondary 

ammonium aerosols have been shown to have a peak concentration at around 0.2 µm, 

concentrated most in the condensation mode 85. Ammonium is mostly correlated with 

sulfates and nitrates (Table 2.4) via reactions (15) and (16)6. Emitted ammonia, originates 

from soil, animal waste, fertilizers, agricultural activities and other man-made practices 

91,100. 

NH3(g) + HNO3 → NH4NO3(s) (15) 

NH3(g) + H2SO4  → (NH4)2SO4(s) 

 

(16) 

In this study, the aerosol medium characterization as ammonium rich or poor is 

considered.  Ammonium richness is defined by the molar ratio of [NH4
+]/[SO4

2-]. A 

medium is known to be ammonium rich if this ratio is greater than 1.5 101. During non-

dusty days, the highest ratio appeared for the coarse particles (1.1) followed by the ultrafine 

(0.5) explained by the occurrence of lower percentage of sulfates in these two size 

fractions6,59. For the accumulation mode, where the ammonium concentration is minimal 
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(Fig 2.9), the ratio is 0.3; thus all three fractions define an ammonium poor medium, as 

expected22. During dusty days, ammonium to sulfate ratio (0.7) presents a higher value than 

the non-dusty ultrafine ratio (0.5) and is explained by the huge increase of accumulation 

phase NH4
+, presented earlier (Fig 2.9). Also, the coarse particles did not display a major 

change in the ammonium to sulfate ratio and shows an ammonium poor medium as well.  

Table 2.4: Correlation coefficients (r2) for ammonium with nitrates and sulfates in different 

(PM) size fractions collected during non-dusty and dusty days in the 2013 field campaign 

 

Non-Dusty Dusty 
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UF Acc CPM 
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Figure 2.9: Box plots showing the ammonium ion concentrations in CPM, ACC and UFP 

fractions during non-dusty and dusty days. 
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Ammonium concentration is directly related to the degree of neutralization of 

acidity of aerosols and the neutralization factor; calculated by 102: 

𝑁𝑅 = 
[𝑁𝐻4

+]

[𝑆𝑂4
−]𝑛𝑠𝑠+[𝑁𝑂3

−]
 ; 

where NR is the neutralization factor, [NH4
+] and [NO3

-]  are the particulate phase molar 

concentration of ammonia and nitrate, respectively, and [SO4
2-]nss is non-seasalt sulfate 

calculated by [SO4
2-]nss=[SO4

2-]total - [SO4
2-]ss  (explained in “Seasalts” section). The 

neutralization factor calculated for each size fraction of PM for dusty and non-dusty days is 

shown in Table 2.5. All the calculated ratios were below  1 which confirms as shown earlier 

that ammonium is not efficient in neutralizing the acidity of aerosols 101,103. Other cations 

such as K+, Na+, Ca2+ and Mg2+ are responsible for the removal of acidic sulfates and 

nitrates from PM. Our results are in agreement with previous studies that show that our 

region is deficient in ammonium 22,104,105.  

In fact, aerosol acidity, H+ molar concentration, is calculated using the difference 

between molar equivalents of anions and cations 106-108 with negative value signifies the 

absence of acidity per aerosol 109.  

[H+] = [Anions] – [Cations] 

While no excess acids are determined in non-dusty days, aerosols’ acidity is found 

to be higher in dusty days. The effect of such difference in the acidity of the aerosol on the 

evaporation of acidic gases like HCl, HNO3 and H2SO4 will be discussed in the next 

chapter.  
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Table 2.5: Acidity and neutralization factor of aerosols during non-dusty and dusty days 

 

Total [H+] (mol/m3) NR (mol/m3) 

  UF Acc CPM UF Acc CPM 

Non Dust 0.0004 0.0019 -0.0089 0.3517 0.2864 0.5381 

Dust 0.0069 0.0211 -0.0072 0.5548 0.6144 0.2640 

 

7. Acidic gases species 

Acidic gases analyses during dusty and non-dusty days are present in Table 2.6. In 

this study, HCl is found to be more abundant during non-dusty days, where its 

concentration is 1.56 and 0.8 μg/m3, respectively. This 0.77 μg/m3 decrease is in agreement 

with its precursors, where particulate Cl- decrease during similar days. HCl originates from 

sea-salt reactions with HNO3 (g) and H2SO4 (g) reactions (1), (2), (12) and (14) 
56 through 

chlorine depletion phenomena, discussed earlier. This mechanism is important during days 

with high relative humidity (non-dusty days in this study), in which acidic gases are not 

engaged with other deposition processes. During Arabian dust-outbreaks, the average 

relative humidity drops, the chlorine replacement becomes less significant and therefore 

results in a decrease in released HCl. Also, HCl shows some anthropogenic sources 

associated with coal-burning, domestic waste burning and waste incineration 110.  

HONO gas, which is an important precursor for OH radicals in the atmosphere 1 

increased by three-folds during Arabian dust days reaching a maximum of 3.5μg/m3 (Fig 

2.10). The HONO correlation with NO2 and its relation with particulate phase nitrate will 

be discussed further in the following chapter.  
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Similarly, HNO3 experiences an increase during dusty days. HNO3 is involved in 

reactions leading to chlorine depletion and nitrate formation. HNO3 is formed mainly from 

the oxidation of NO2 by OH-. NO2, which also increases during dusty episodes (Fig. 2.10), 

is formed from the oxidation of anthropogenic NO and by tropospheric ozone or light (hν) 

111-113. Moreover, HNO3 is the major species involved in atmospheric dry and wet 

deposition in the nitrogen cycle. It is lost by dry deposition on land or by wet removal, also 

known as wet deposition. Another mechanism for the removal of nitric acid is its reaction 

with ammonia gas to form NH4NO3, which is very volatile and results in a major exchange 

between gas and solid phases 114 and results in daily variations of HNO3 level depending on 

temperature and relative humidity 92.  

Finally, SO2 and its oxidized form, H2SO4 show a huge increase during dust storms 

attributed mainly to anthropogenic emission 
115, especially industrial emissions 116, that 

have undergone long range transport. Other sources of SO2, which also increases during 

dusty days, are car oil/diesel burning activities including vehicles and generators 52,89,117.   
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Table 2.6: Measured acid gases concentrations during non-dusty and dusty days of the 2013 field campaign 

Non-Dusty 
HCl 

(µg/m3) 
HONO(µg/m3) HNO3(µg/m3) 

H2SO4 

(µg/m3) 
NO2 (µg/m3) SO2 (µg/m3) 

23-Jul-13 1.50 1.84 1.74 12.49 37.94 6.07 
29-Jul-13 2.00 1.09 1.57 5.29 17.22 3.96 

22-Aug-13 3.03 0.83 1.77 8.72 35.72 7.72 
4-Sep-13 0.66 0.37 0.88 7.54 28.04 4.21 

10-Sep-13 0.92 2.12 1.21 13.36 34.53 12.03 

26-Nov-13 19.30 11.11 24.64 55.05   28.84 

Dusty       

23-Oct-13 21.64 10.39 29.10 61.14 58.40 15.95 
30-Oct-13 16.46 22.44 53.22 92.12 49.61 11.22 
5-Nov-13 19.78 38.44 63.41 121.63 39.66 11.78 

7-Nov-13 18.99 42.44 74.52 135.95 58.37 13.66 
12-Nov-13 16.71 33.59 36.58 86.88 41.43 7.32 

19-Nov-13 24.24 15.22 18.97 58.43 58.91 15.91 
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Figure 2.10: Bar graph showing the acidic gases concentration during non-dusty and dusty 

days. The insert is an enlargement of HCl, HONO and HNO3 

 

8. Nitrogen and Sulfur conversion factors 

The extent at which these gases influence the content of particles in nitrates and 

sulfates is estimated by the conversion factors of nitrogen and sulfur species under different 

size distribution. The nitrogen conversion factor is defined by the ratio of nitrate that went 

into the particulate phase and is  calculated following a modified version of the formula 

proposed by Khoder 2002 118 as follows: 
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𝐹𝑛 = 
[𝑁𝑂3

−]𝑝
[𝑁𝑂3

−]𝑝 + [𝑁𝑂3
−]𝑔 + [𝑁𝑂2]𝑔

 

 

where Fn is the conversion ratio for nitrogen at various PM diameter sizes, [NO3
−]p 

stands for the particulate nitrate concentration in µg/m3, [NO3
−]g represents the 

concentration of HNO3 in the gas phase, and [NO2]g represents the NO2 concentration in the 

gas phase (µg/m3).  

During non-dusty days the average nitrogen conversion factor ratio was the smallest 

for the ultrafine diameter size (0.009) followed by the accumulation (0.018) then the coarse 

(0.06). This trend is explained by the abundance of nitrate particles in the coarse fraction 

(Fig 2.7). On dusty days as similar trend was noticed (Ratio CPM> Acc> UFP); however, 

the ratio for the ultrafine decreased to (0.007) while those for accumulation and coarse 

fractions increased to 0.029 and 0.085, respectively. The total PM10 nitrogen conversion 

factor also increased by 45% from 0.08 during non-dusty to 0.116 during dusty days. This 

is supported by the increase of nitrates during dust days (Fig. 2.7). This leads us to suggest 

an increase in the formation of secondary particles that could be due to an increase in NO3
- 

precursors such as HNO3(g) and NO2(g) and/or the stagnant weather and the longer resistance 

time available for pollutants to interact1. 

The sulfur conversion factor calculation followed a proposed formula by Khoder 

2002, 118 as follows:  

𝐹𝑠𝑑 = 
[𝑆𝑂4

2−]𝑝
[𝑆𝑂4

2−]𝑝  + [𝑆𝑂2]𝑔
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where Fsd is the conversion ratio for sulfur at various PM sizes, [SO4
2−]p is the 

particulate sulfate concentration (µg/m3) at various sizes of PM, and [SO2]g is the gaseous 

SO2 concentration (µg/m3). 

Results (Table 2.7) show that during non-dusty, i.e. when the humidity is relatively 

high, the average conversion factor of sulfate is inversely proportional to diameter size as it 

is the largest for ultrafine mode (0.24) and the smallest for the coarse (0.08); reactions. 

During dusty days, on the other hand, this trend does not apply, decreases in the ultrafine 

and coarse fractions while increases in the accumulation mode to reach 0.35. These results 

are consistent with the particulate sulfate data and sulfate-ammonium correlation (Table 2.4 

and reaction (16)), which show the sulfate increase in the accumulation mode during dust 

outbreaks. 
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Table 2.7: Nitrogen and Sulfur conversion factors for all size fractions and total PM during 

non-dusty and dusty episodes 

 
Nitrate Conversion Factor Sulfate Conversion Factor 

Non-Dusty UF   Acc   CPM   Total PM UF   Acc   CPM   Total PM 

23-Jul-13 0.006 0.023 0.056 0.081 0.378 0.310 0.103 0.540 

29-Jul-13 0.019 0.034 0.070 0.115 0.417 0.102 0.196 0.518 

22-Aug-13 0.006 0.015 0.051 0.070 0.383 0.154 0.085 0.473 

4-Sep-13 0.009 0.012 0.067 0.085 0.196 0.505 0.044 0.567 

10-Sep-13 0.007 0.006 0.066 0.077 0.080 0.134 0.054 0.229 

26-Nov-13 0.010 0.016 0.029 0.053 0.007 0.035 0.017 0.057 

AVERAGE 0.009 0.018 0.062 0.080 0.243 0.207 0.083 0.397 

Dusty         

23-Oct-13 21.64 10.38 29.10 0.065 0.240 0.055 0.032 0.290 

30-Oct-13 16.45 22.44 53.21 0.114 0.154 0.370 0.060 0.455 

5-Nov-13 19.78 38.43 63.40 0.212 0.161 0.468 0.113 0.546 

7-Nov-13 18.99 42.43 74.52 0.166 0.192 0.464 0.096 0.548 

12-Nov-13 16.70 33.59 36.58 0.086 0.212 0.595 0.017 0.638 

19-Nov-13 24.24 15.21 18.96 0.051 0.271 0.172 0.028 0.379 

AVERAGE 0.007 0.030 0.085 0.116 0.205 0.354 0.058 0.476 

 

D. Conclusion 

Mass concentrations of coarse, accumulation and ultrafine PM size fractions 

increase during dusty days with the accumulation mode showing the highest percent 

increase of 72.60 %. The content of water soluble ions in PMs showed different trends of 

variations as a result of local emission sources, particle aging and chemical reactions 

between acidic gases and long range transported mineral dust particles. In particular, dusty 

days show a drastic decrease in the overall concentration of sea-salts ions in all size 

fractions coupled with an enhanced depletion of chloride. Non sea-salt crustal materials 
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such as magnesium and calcium exhibit increase in their concentration mainly in the coarse 

mode due to the influence of primary soil derived mineral dust particles and their 

interaction with acid gases like HNO3 and H2SO4. The increase over non-dusty days of 

potassium was mostly concentrated in the accumulation mode due to the contribution of 

long range transport of biomass burning and agricultural activities to the levels of 

potassium in particles. In parallel, it was found, during dusty days, that the accumulation 

mode was also enriched with sulfate ions despite the fact that the ultrafine particles were 

most abundant with sulfates during non-dusty days. This phenomenon is in agreement with 

previous studies which show that sulfates during dusty days are mainly due to nucleation of 

(NH4)2SO4 in the accumulation and ultrafine fractions. Since aerosol media in the different 

size fractions were found to be poor in ammonium, nitrates could not be abundantly 

associated with ammonium in the accumulation and ultrafine modes, rather its 

concentrations were most enhanced in the coarse fraction due the reaction of mineral dust 

particles with gaseous HNO3 leading to Mg- and Ca- nitrates.  

All acidic gases like HNO3, H2SO4 and HONO except HCl experience an increase 

in acid concentrations during dusty days.  The influence of these gases and their primary 

precursors NO2 and SO2 play a major role in the conversion of insoluble mineral dust 

particles into more water soluble nitrogen and sulfur components. It is shown that the 

coarse PM fraction is mostly affected in the nitrogen conversion whereas the PM 

accumulation fraction is the one enriched with soluble sulfate particles during dusty days.  

This study of size segregated PM mass concentrations, during dusty days, has major 

implications on health as particle size and mass are directly linked to morbidity and 
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mortality. Furthermore, the assessment of PM chemical water soluble content of cations 

and anions at the different sizes help in understanding the nitrogen and sulfur deposition, 

soil acidification and biodiversity losses as a function of increased urbanization and aged 

particles.  
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CHAPTER III 

 

CONTRIBUTION OF AIRBORNE DUST PARTICLES TO HONO 

SOURCES 
 

A. Introduction 

HONO is an important precursor for OH radicals in the atmosphere.  Compared to 

ozone and formaldehyde, HONO photolysis is considered the major source of OH radicals 

in the early morning 1.  One of the main sources of HONO formation in the troposphere is 

attributed to the heterogeneous hydrolysis of NO2 on wet surfaces (R1) 1 (and references 

therein) depicted by the mechanism shown in reactions (R2) to (R5). 

 

NO2 + H2O 
𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒
→      HONO (g) +HNO3 (particle) (R1) 

2NO2 (g) ↔ N2O4 (g) (R2) 

N2O4 (g) ↔ N2O4 (surface) (R3) 

N2O4 (surface) → ONONO2 (surface) →NO+NO3
- (surface) (R4) 

NO+NO3
- 
𝐻2𝑂
→   HONO (g) + H+ + NO3

- (R5) 
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This heterogeneous reaction has been studied on several underlying substrates such 

as soot, glass, mineral oxides and aerosol surfaces 82,119-123. In urban regions, the reaction of 

NO2 on surfaces is well known to be dependent on relative humidity 82 while the reactivity 

of the surface towards NO2 is a function of other competing reactions such as the reaction 

of NO2 in the presence of SO2 on mineral surfaces 124. As an example, TiO2 nanoparticles 

which have been used in self-cleaning window glass, building materials, and on roads in 

Europe, Japan and the USA 125,126 are considered a source for HONO and H2O2 from NO2 

and H2O. TiO2 in dust was also shown to be a contributor to the formation of HONO 119,127. 

Furthermore, modeling studies suggest that mineral aerosols surfaces account for 40% of 

nitrate formation and dust events create a favorable medium for the accumulation of 

nitrates 128-130.  The uptake of SO2 on mineral oxide surfaces was shown to undergo a two-

step mechanism including the reversible adsorption of SO2 on the surface followed by the 

oxidation to sulfate 131. In the case where SO2 is co-adsorbed with NO2 on the surface, it is 

shown that the oxidant is gaseous NO2 which reacts with adsorbed SO2 to produce sulfate 

in the particle phase. The oxidant role of NO2 leads to nitrate or contributes to the 

formation of sulfate on the surface 119,132-134.  

Given the reactivity of mineral oxide surfaces towards NO2 and SO2, some studies 

reported an increase of HONO levels during dust storms 133-136, however, the mechanism of 

HONO formation on airborne dust particles is still not understood. This study assesses the 

increase of HONO in the gas phase during Arabian dust, accompanied with aerosols at low 

relative humidity.  Consequently, two mechanisms of actions for the formation of HONO 

during non-dusty and dusty episodes are proposed. 
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B. Methods 

1. Sampling Location 

Samples were collected on the roof-top of the Chemistry department at the 

American University of Beirut; North-West Beirut, Lebanon. The site is around 40 m above 

sea level. South of the site is the university’s green belt of shrubbery and trees, and faces 

the Mediterranean Sea from the North. The location is considered to be an urban 

background site affected mainly by sea breeze; it is far from any industrial pollution 

sources and the closest roadway is located around 150 m north-east. 

 

2. Collection techniques 

Soluble gases and size resolved aerosols were sampled at ambient level during 

Arabian and African dusty and during non-dusty days.  Dusty days were predicted using the 

NOAA-Hybrid Single Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory (HYSPLIT) model of 48h 

isobaric backward trajectories  137. HYSPLIT was run at three different altitudes between 1 

and 5 km, the height of an average dust event. Arabian dust outbreaks have low initial 

heights (2 to 4 km) and show east and south-east trajectories, while African dusty episodes 

are carried by strong winds to higher elevations and have south-west backward trajectories 

7,55. Dust episodes were confirmed using BSC Dream Atmospheric Dust Forecast System. 

Wind speed and direction, local weather and visibility were used as other indications to the 

occurrence of dust-rich episodes.  
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The aerosol and gas samples are collected using a Rupprecht & Patashnick Partisol 

2300. Sampling occurred between two different campaigns. Soluble acidic gases (HONO, 

HNO3 and H2SO4) were sampled for 24hr using a diffusion denuder system.  The system is 

based on two Honey Comb denuders (HC) coated with 1% NaCO3 and 1% glycerol in 

50:50 water: methanol solution and placed in series in Rupprecht & Patashnick (R&P) 

Chemcomb™ cartridges. Sampling and analysis of trace gases is fully described in Saliba 

and Chamseddine 22. 

During the 2013 campaign (July-November 2013), PM sampling followed the 

procedure of Daher et al. 52. Aerosols were sampled for 24hr using Sioutas Personal 

Cascade Impactor Samplers (Sioutas PCIS, SKC Inc., Eighty Four, PA, USA) preceded by 

denuder containing PM10 inlets and operating at 9 l/min. Dust particles were collected 

according to their size fractions; 10–2.5μm (coarse (CPM) particulate matter (PM)) and 

2.5–0.25μm (accumulation (ACC) PM) were collected on 25mm Teflon filters and <0.25

μm (quasi-ultrafine (UFP) PM) were collected on 37mm Teflon filters.  

 

3. Ion Chromatography  

Coated denuders are extracted by a 20mL of Deionized water. Each Teflon filter is 

extracted in 20 mL deionized water by sonication for 50 min at 80MHz. Both extracts are 

micro-filtered and analyzed by ion chromatography.  
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4. Gas Monitoring Station 

The SO2 and NO2 gases levels in Beirut are monitored as discussed in Chapter II. 

 

C. Results and Discussion 

The average gas phase concentrations of HONO, HNO3, and H2SO4 for the different 

sampling days are shown in Figure 3.1. It is noticed that a burst of HONO during dusty 

days is accompanied with an increase in HNO3 and H2SO4 concentrations. Furthermore, 

this field campaign showed that the increase in HONO concentrations can be linked to an 

increase in gaseous NO2 and SO2 as shown in Figure 3.2. At the particle levels, both nitrate 

and sulfate showed, during dusty days, an increase in the concentrations of the different PM 

sizes; coarse, accumulation and ultrafine modes, over the non-dusty days (Figure 3.3). 

Considering the total cation and anion concentrations in the particulate phase, the acidity of 

the aerosols showed an increase in dusty over non-dusty days (Chapter II). 
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Figure 3.11 Box plot of the concentration of HONO, HNO3 and H2SO4 during dusty and 

non-dusty days 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12 Box plot showing concentration of particulate phase nitrates and sulfates during 

dusty and non-dusty days 
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Figure 13.3 Box plot of concentrations of NO2 and SO2 during non-dusty and dusty days 

 

During non-dusty days, it is noticed that high correlation between HONO and PM 

(ACC) (R2 = 0.80), HONO and HNO3 (R
2 = 0.55), and HONO and H2SO4 (R

2 = 0.54), 

indicate that most of these secondary acid gases and PMs originate from similar sources 

that are mostly local. Moreover, the high correlation between HONO and RH (R2 = 0.95), 

and HONO and particulate NO3
-(ACC) (R2 = 0.96) suggests that the heterogeneous 

hydrolysis reaction (R1) is a contributing source to gaseous HONO and particulate nitrate 

formation.  

During Arabian dust storms it is noticed that an increase in gaseous HONO, HNO3 

and H2SO4 concentrations is accompanied by the increase in their gas precursors; NO2 and 

SO2, respectively.  This suggests that local emissions also contribute to the formation of 

acid gases in the atmosphere. However, the fact that the ratio of HONO/NO2 and 

HONO/SO2 doubled (0.03 vs 0.06 for HONO/NO2 and 0.15 vs 0.30 for HONO/SO2) 

despite the increase in NO2 and SO2 concentrations, suggests that there is an additional 

mechanism for the formation of HONO from NO2. The heterogeneous hydrolysis of NO2 
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cannot be considered a contributing source, in this case, because the air during these dust 

episodes is relatively dry (average RH ~ 30%) and the correlation between HONO and RH 

is low (R2 = 0.15, with a negative slope). Furthermore, the low correlations between HONO 

and HNO3 (R
2 = 0.01), and relatively lower correlation in comparison to non-dusty days 

between HONO and particulate NO3
-(ACC) (R2 = 0.57) confirm the low probability of this 

reaction during dusty days. Alternatively, enhanced are the correlations between HONO 

and the ratios of HONO/NO2 (R
2 = 0.85 for dusty and R2 = 0.50 for non-dusty days), 

HONO/SO2 (R
2 = 0.99 for dusty and R2 = 0.82 for non-dusty days), HONO/H2SO4 (R

2 = 

0.93 for dusty and R2 = 0.00 for non-dusty days), and HONO/HNO3 (R
2 = 0.50 for dusty 

and R2 = 0.10 for non-dusty days). These correlations suggest that, in addition to NO2, SO2 

and its oxidized gaseous form H2SO4 play a role in catalyzing the formation of HONO in 

the atmosphere. Such synergy between SO2 and NO2 has been shown to exist in laboratory 

experiments. For instance, Ma et al. 138 showed that adsorption of NO2 on alumnia was 

altered in the presence of SO2. In similar studies, co-adsorption of SO2 and NO2 showed 

that the intermediate N2O4 leads to nitrates and sulfates in pathways different than the 

formation of NO+NO3
- on the surface 124. The extent of how much these laboratory 

experiments and consequently the depicted mechanism of HONO formation can be 

extrapolated to atmospheric reactions is yet to be proven with further studies. 

 

D. Conclusion 

The increase in HONO concentrations during dusty events has several implications 

on the OH concentration and oxidative budget in the atmosphere.  
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CHAPTER IV 

 

ATMOSPHERIC MARKERS OF AFRICAN AND ARABIAN 

DUST IN AN URBAN EASTERN MEDITERRANEAN 

ENVIRONMENT, BEIRUT, LEBANON 
 

 

A. Introduction 

The increase in the total annual number of dusty days in the eastern Mediterranean 

is considered a result of local synoptic changes that are well documented and modeled in 

the region 11,13.  Based on a review of dust events in the past 49 years, an increasing trend 

of 0.27 days per year has been reported 14. However, these dust events have various dust 

levels during  different seasons and climax during winter and spring, rather than in summer 

139.  Coupled to that, model predictions of the 21st Century reflect elevated summer 

temperatures and longer periods of heat waves 15.  The combination of higher frequency 

dust events with hot weather conditions is considered a favorable medium for homogeneous 

and heterogeneous photochemical processes which lead to higher concentrations of 

secondary organic aerosols and inorganic ions in particles. Organic matter transported from 

the desert, whether African or Arabian, has an economic impact as its depletion from the 

soil lowers agricultural productivity 140 . The implications of such events extend beyond the 

Mediterranean region and so understanding the changes of particle morphology and 
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chemical composition remain an important subject to investigate in different urban cities in 

the region. 

Beirut can be considered an interesting city for the study of these phenomena as it 

connects the Mediterranean Sea from the west and an urban environment from the east.  

Beirut, among other Middle Eastern cities, experiences episodes originating from the 

Saharan and Arabian deserts 10.  For the Arabian episodes, these storms cross over various 

urban environments while Saharan dust crosses over the Mediterranean Sea.  When dust 

particles mix with emissions from industrial and urban sites, it triggers morphological 

deformation of primary particles along with formation of new secondary ones.  

This study explores the morphology and elemental composition of particles in 

Beirut during two dust-rich days originating from two distinct sources; Saharan and 

Arabian deserts.  In order to identify specific markers for each trajectory, single particles 

collected during different dust episodes are compared.  Results serve as basis for further 

research and modeling to assess the process of aerosol aging upon the mixing they 

encounter during their long-range transport.  

 

B. Experimental and Analysis Methods 

1. Sampling Location 

Samples were collected on the roof of the Chemistry department at the American 

University of Beirut (AUB), situated approximately 20 m above the ground of the 

Chemistry building located at the North Western (NW) side of Beirut. More details about 
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the site can be found in Baalbaki et al. and Daher et al. 52,141. The location of the site is 

shown in Figure 4.1. 

 

Figure 4.14 Sampling sites AUB 

 

2. Sampling collection and Analysis 

24h sampling periods were conducted at AUB during two different synoptic 

conditions.  These were checked using HYbrid Single-Particle Lagrangian Integrated 

Trajectory (HYSPLIT)  model of 48h backward trajectories between 900 and 2000 m: 

height of average dust event 53,54. Saudi Arabian dust storms have low initial altitudes of  2–

4 km, while Saharan dust can be elevated to much higher heights by strong  According to 

Notaro et al. and references therein 142. In our case, HYSPLIT was ran at the 3 different 

altitudes: 1.3716, 2.7432 and 11.5824 km. Outcomes showed that during African dust-rich 

episode on March 14, 2013 the air mass trajectories were found to be SW at all altitudes, 

proving the occurrence to be purely African. On the other hand, during Arabian dust-rich 

episode on November 22, 2012, air mass trajectories at lower heights (0.9144 – 3.0 km) 

were found to be E – SE and pertain to Arabian dust storm. 
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Samples were collected on aluminum stubs covered with 12 mm carbon adhesive 

tabs.  These were mounted in a six-stage MPS-6 Microanalysis Particle Sampler cascade 

impactor of the following stage cut-off sizes: 10, 5, 2.5, 1.0, 0.5 and 0.1 µm.  The 

instrument operated at flow rate of 2 L.min-1.  Samples were examined using Scanning 

Electron Microscopy (SEM) (Tescan Model 51-XMX0010) equipped with an Energy 

Dispersive X-ray system (EDX) for elemental identification.  SEM operated at 20-30 KeV 

and 60 µA beam current, with spectral acquisition time of 60 sec.  The diameter of the 

electron beam allowed the observation of the diameter of particles down to 0.1 µm.  For 

each episode, coarse stages (1, 2 and 3) were examined.  50 particles from each were 

chosen, at random, to be analyzed for atomic weight percentage and are presented in Figure 

4.2a.  
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Figure 4.2 a) Percent occurrence of the elements identified in coarse single particles during 

dust-rich episodes. b) Crustal analysis of particles during Arabian dust –rich episode. c) 

Crustal analysis of particles during African dust-rich episode 

a 

b c 
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C. Results and Discussion 

Based on several studies conducted on local emissions 20,23,51,141,143-145, the main 

sources of pollution are traffic, construction sites, harbor activities and sea salts. The order 

of classification of these depends on the wind speed and direction at different sites. Minor 

emission has been related to industrial activities in the city of Beirut 146. Several 

morphologies of carbonaceous species and aged sea salts were abundantly collected and 

characterized by SEM images and EDX analysis.  
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Figure 15 SEM images of particles collected during an Arabian dust-rich day (A to E), (A) 

CaCO3 with vanadium traces, (B) Unidentified, (C) TiO2 (D) Phosphorous oxide and (E) 

calcium and sodium nitrate and during an African dust-rich day (G to I). (F) Carbonaceous 

ring with sea salt mixture and (G) Carbonaceous dotted with P and S. 
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1. Unique morphologies of single particles collected during dust-rich Arabian day 

Arabian dust is marked by high abundance of mineral crustal elements (Al, Si and 

Ca) and low amounts of sea-salts.  Iron, which is also present in high amounts during these 

episodes, results in a reddish haze when in the form of oxides 8.  Furthermore, the high K 

content could be attributed to factors like biomass burning 76 and blowing dust 77.  

Specifically, K identified as KNO3 is a key ingredient in explosives and propellants 78.  

These are collected along the way from the Arabian Desert to Lebanon crossing over Syria, 

where explosions are due to the current civil war.  This suggestion is emphasized by traces 

of Titanium and Phosphorous oxides. 

The most abundant particles of the Arabian dusty episode are irregular shaped 

particles of crustal elements.  One distinguishes quartz, dolomite, and spherical 

aluminosilicates that are resistant to chemical modification 8.  Other spherical morphologies 

indicated the presence of fly ash particles, as well as TiO2 and Fe2O3.  These particles often 

derive from coal combustion and other metallurgical emissions 147.  Only unique 

morphologies of single particles apportioned to specific sources are illustrated in Figure 4.3 

(A to E).  

A particle mixture of Ca and V, shown in Figure 4.3A, contains traces of P and Si.  

It has an irregular unidentified morphology with soft edges and was not seen, up to our 

knowledge, in the region.  Vanadium in aerosols was attributed to diesel fuel ash in other 

studies 148.  Since vanadium is only seen in Arabian dust-rich episodes, it serves as pointers 

towards Arabian Desert sources. Another particle composed of Si, O, and Ca mixed with 

sea salt particles has a rare oval shape as shown in Figure 4.3B.  Uncommon particles such 
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as titanium and phosphorus oxides are shown in Figures 4.3C and 4.3D.  TiO2 shows a 

sphere-like structure (Figure 4.3C).  Similar morphology was observed in northwest Madrid 

during an African dust episode 149.  Phosphorous oxide rods of sharp edges, form a flower-

like cluster (Figure 4.3D), a morphology that has not been yet reported, up to our 

knowledge.  Source of phosphorous in aerosols is normally attributed to biomass, fossil fuel 

and biofuel combustion and to other biogenic contributions, mainly volcanic and oceanic 

origins 150.  However, in this study, this specific shape of phosphorous oxide may be 

attributed to explosives in Syria.  Finally a mixture of NaNO3 and Ca(NO3)2 , shown in 

Figure 4.3E, has a crystalline structure and is the result of the reaction of marine NaCl and 

CaCO3 with atmospheric HNO3 
151. 

 

2. Unique morphologies of single particles collected during dust-rich African day 

African desert episodes were differentiated by the abundance of sea salts and lower 

content of crustal elements and Fe.  This indicates the marine layer contribution to aerosols 

from African Desert 13.  Furthermore, particles show low Ca content, despite the fact that 

Ca at the source (Saharan Desert) is higher than that of the Arabian 8.  In this study, it is 

confirmed that P, that is not in the phosphorous oxide form, marks the African dust 13.  

Similar to Arabian Desert, traces of Mg, S and Ti were found, however in different 

morphologies. 

During the African dusty day, morphologies different from those reported in similar 

episodes in the region are highlighted (Figure 4.3F and 4.3G).  A ring-shaped carbon-rich 

particle mixed with sea salts (Figure 4.3F) is attributed to particles passing over the 
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Mediterranean.  Although no similar morphology has been reported in ambient 

measurement, the particle resembles the experimental multiwall carbon rings resulting from 

coiling of carbon nanotubes by thermal decomposition of hydrocarbon gas 152.  Another 

remarkable carbonaceous particle of elongated morphology is dotted with P and S (Figure 

4.3G).  While sulfur is attributed to sea-salt spray 153, phosphorus originates from multiple 

anthropogenic (biomass burning and fuel emissions) and biogenic (mineral dust) sources.  

Phosphorous seems to adsorb on particle surfaces or associates with organic matter and is 

found to be a marker of Saharan dust outbreaks 13.   

 

D. Conclusions 

Subject to long range transport, particles originating from Arabian and African 

deserts undergo different chemical reactions which induce changes in their morphology and 

chemical composition.  In addition to identifying interesting particle morphologies, this 

study focuses on markers that differentiate Arabian from African dust-rich episodes.  In 

particular, the results show that Arabian dust-rich days are marked by traces of vanadium, 

crystal structures of aluminosilicate minerals, high abundance of Fe and the presence of 

phosphorous and titanium oxide crystals.  These latter are ascribed to specific emission due 

to the Syrian civil war.  On the other hand, Phosphorous mixed with carbonaceous species, 

deformed sea salt, and aged amorphous aluminosilicate particles all pointed to the 

contribution of Saharan dust in collected aerosols.  
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CHAPTER V 

 

INFLUENCE OF DUST STORMS ON BACTERIAL 

COMPOSITION AND CONCENTRATION IN PM 
 

A. Introduction 

Bacteria are one type of bioaerosols that enter the atmosphere through 

anthropogenic and biogenic sources emissions including road-dust, vehicular emissions and 

agricultural activities 154-159.  The study of these microorganisms started in the late 1600s by 

the scientist Antony van Leeuwenhoek 160. However, the real observation, assumptions and 

assessment started in the 1860s, when scientist Louis Pasteur related the presence of 

bacteria to health impacts 161.  

Other than human health, airborne bacteria proved to have direct impacts on the 

economy including food and cosmetics contamination 162,163. Air pollutants, especially 

atmospheric aerosols, are known for their association with short and long range transported 

airborne bacteria 164. Once released into the air, the bacteria, due to their size, can remain 

suspended until further wet removal or direct deposition 165, the fact that raised speculations 

regarding the interaction of these bacteria between the atmosphere and the earth’s surface. 

The importance lies within the impact of the suspended bacteria on the chemistry and 

global distribution of clouds and precipitation 165-188. 
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Furthermore, bioaerosols are carried upwards by current winds and can be 

transported to distances from some to several kilometers 165,189-191. The variation in the 

bacterial communities is dependent on the physical and chemical characteristics of the 

associated aerosol. The survival and distribution of these is, also, highly dependent on the 

meteorological conditions 154,162. For all factors mentioned, the study of the effect of 

different environmental and synoptic conditions on bacterial count and species is important. 

Many studies have related bacterial properties to long range transport or dust events 

154,164,191-193. However, very few studies in the Mediterranean region, up to our knowledge, 

have reported comparative data related to bacterial concentrations and diversity during 

Arabian and African dust-outbreaks 194,195.  

Desert storms, which release around 2 billion metric tons of dust into the 

atmosphere, annually, have been related to increased probability of biological material, 

containing spores, bacteria, pollen and others 154,196. Since Beirut lies at an intersection of 

several cross roads susceptible to different dust-outbreaks from the Arabian and African 

Deserts, the study of biological aerosols during each is possible. Also, previous studies 

done in our lab presented SEM images of spores collected during non-dusty episode which 

triggered the initiation of the current study (Fig 5.1)7. Therefore, the present study aims to 

measure bacterial content in PM10 associated with Arabian and African dust storms and 

compare it to bacterial concentrations collected during non-dusty days.  
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Figure 5.16 SEM images of spores collected during non-dusty episodes 

B. Materials and Methods 

1. Description of the sampling site 

Sampling was conducted at the roof top of the Chemistry Department at the 

American University of Beirut; North-west Beirut, Lebanon. Mostly, the site is surrounded 

by the green university belt of trees and shrubbery, with mostly pedestrian rails.  This 

location is an urban background site, affected mainly by sea-breeze. The fact that the 

location is far from direct industrial and vehicular emissions makes the site ideal for the 

assessment of the effect of the two different dust storms on the aerobic bacterial content. 

Also, the location of the site is 40 m above sea level and is far from any construction site, 

allowing the assessment of yeast and mold associated with dust. Further description of the 

site is detailed by Baalbaki et al. 2013 and Daher et al. 2013 18,52 and its location is shown 

in Fig. 5.1.  

 

m m 
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2. Characteristics of backward air masses 

HYbrid Single-Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory (HYSPLIT): 48h air mass 

backward trajectories for all sampling days were checked using NOAA-HYSPLIT model 

53,54 for the predicition of dusty and non-dusty days. One model run per sampling day was 

considered for all sites, as sites are within few kilometers away from each other. HYSPLIT 

was run at three different altitudes between 1 and 10 km, the height of an average dust 

event. Samples were collected during Arabian dust outbreaks, which have low initial 

heights (2 to 4 km) and show east and south-east trajectories 7,55. One the other hand, 

Saharan dust can be lifted to heights of several kilometers above the ground due to strong 

winds and show south-west trajectories 197-200. Dusty days were confirmed using BSC 

Dream Atmospheric Dust Forecast System. Wind speed and direction, local weather and 

visibility were used as other indications to the occurrence of dusty days. 
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3. Aerosol Sampling 

Samples for the airborne aerobic cultural bacterial concentrations where collected 

for 24 hours during different dust episodes between October 2013 and April 2014. A high-

volume air sampler (DIGITEL DH77) operating at a flow rate of 250 l/min was used to 

collect particulate matter, diameter 10 µm and below, on baked 150 mm quartz filters.  

To remove any bacterial contamination, the filters and the aluminum foil used for 

storage, were baked at 450℃ for at least 12hrs and frozen at -20℃ prior to sampling. After 

sampling (Fig. 5.3a), filters were placed in baked aluminum foil and stored in a freezer at -

 

 

Figure 5.2 NOAA-HYSPLIT air mass trajectories showing: a-b) east and south east 

trajectories typical of Arabian dusty day c-e) south-east trajectories indicative of African 

dust storm and f-i) north and north-west trajectories demonstrating non-dusty wind 

i 
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20℃ until further extraction. For extraction, the sample filters were transported and cut, 

into 4 quarters where 2 quarters are used for bacterial assessments as duplicates (Fig. 5.2c).  

 

 

  

Figure 5.2 a)African dust collected on 150 mm quartz filter.b) African dust filter (top) and 

Arabian dust filter (bottom) each cut in half. c) PM10 collected on filter during non-dusty day 

showing cuts into quarters. 

 

4. Extraction procedure 

a. Materials 

Peptone water (Bio-rad 356-4684) was prepared by dissolving 20g of the powder in 

1L of distilled water, heated to homogenize and autoclaved at 121℃ to sterile as 

recommended by the accompanying manual  

b. Culture agar plates 

Total aerobic bacteria were enumerated on plate-count agar (PCA) (Bio-rad 356-

4475) while yeasts and molds were identified on yeast glucose chloramphenicol agar (256-

4104). Bacillus Cereus were cultured on Mossel (MYP: Mannitol egg yolk 
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Polymixin/Agar) (BC) (Bio-rad 356-9604). Total coliforms and Escherichia coli were 

differentiated and enumerated on RAPID'E.coli 2 agar (REC) (356-4024) by the pour-plate 

technique 201. 

 

5. Methods 

Prior to extraction, each quarter filter was transported into a sterile stomacher bag 

and weighed. Based on the weight, a certain volume of the peptone water was added to 

completely soak the filter. The bag is then placed in the stomacher for 2 min. 

Around 10 ml of the supernatant sample was pipetted and transferred to a 15ml 

conical flask (Fig.5.3a). 0.1 ml was then pipetted to each agar plate (PCA, BC and YGC) 

(Fig. 5.3b) and spread using a sterile glass spreader (Fig. 5.3c) via the spread-plate 

technique 202. Another, 1ml was pipetted to an empty pour plate for E.coli and coliforms 

analysis (Fig. 5.3d). REC agar was added to these plates and left to cool to room 

temperature and harden via the pour-plate technique 201. A duplicate plate was performed 

for each. 

Prior to colony count, all plates (PCA, BC and REC), except the YGC, were placed 

in a 37℃ incubator for 24hours. The YGC plates are kept at room temperature in a dry 

environment for 3 to 5 days.  

All grown colonies were visible to the naked eye and were less than 250 in number, 

hence easily counted. The bacterial concentration was calculated as the number of colony 

forming units per 1 g of dust (CFU/g) as follows203: 
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Bacterial concentration (CFU g⁄ ) =

average number of colonies  x 
1

Dilution factor x amount plated
   

Where the average number of colonies between the two duplicate plates is 

considered, the dilution factor (g/ml) is the mass of dust divided by the soaking volume of 

peptone water and the amount spread on the plate is 0.1 ml for all plates (PCA, BA, BC and 

YGC), except for REC where 1ml is added.  
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Figure 17 a) Filter extract b) filter extract on agar c) spreading of filter extract d) REC pour 

plates 
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C. Results and discussion 

Bacteria associated with dust 

Several studies criticized cultural techniques of airborne bacterial concentration, 

where the bacteria are left to enumerate in situ in the outdoor harsh conditions 164,204-206. 

Therefore, in the current study, the bacteria collected during different synoptic conditions is 

left to grow and proliferate in optimum conditions which rules out the possibility of 

underestimating the bacterial concentration.  

The biological loading of airborne bacteria and yeasts and molds in 9 PM10 filters 

were studied. In Table 1 are summarized the averages of the total aerobic bacteria (TAB 

(CFU/m3)), Bacillus Cereus (BC (CFU/m3)), Yeasts and molds (YGC (CFU/m3)), along 

with the averages of particulate matter with diameter <10 (PM10 (µg/m3)). Results show 

that regardless of the weather conditions, non-dusty, Arabian, or African dusty episodes, 

the yeast and mold concentrations were the highest between all tested bioaerosols. Among 

the three different environments the measured concentration was highest during Arabian 

dusty days (1099 CFU/m3) which is 44.5% and 34.5% higher than the African and non-

dusty, respectively. Our results were consistent with other reported results in the region 207, 

which show an increase in total fungal concentrations during dust events in comparison to 

non-dusty. The mean yeasts and molds concentration found in our study is 58% higher 

from what is reported in the city of Athens. In comparison to other cities around the world, 

high concentrations of airborne fungi are characteristic of this geographic region. It is also 

higher in comparison to bacteria 208-210. Unlike Griskhan et al. 2012 and Schlesinger et al. 

2006 who presented airborne fungal data from Haifa, Israel in 2006, our data did not show 
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a significant difference in the fungal count between non-dusty and dusty days, although we 

measured similar concentrations at times 194,195.  

Total aerobic bacteria enumerated on PCA, a favorite medium for bacterial, are 

highest during African dusty days (472.8) followed by the non-dusty (167.3) and Arabian 

dusty days (165.4). These results can be attributed to an increase in relative humidity 211. 

Also, the increase of bacterial count during African dust might be attributed to the passage 

of air mass over the Mediterranean Sea carrying along marine aerosol-associated bacteria 

165. Bacteria are known to be negatively affected by the long range anthropogenic pollution 

164,212,213, which might explain the decrease of bacterial concentration during Arabian dust 

storms, which pass over arid urban environments. Furthermore, Bacillus Cereus which are 

one dominant specie of airborne bacteria 154, shows an average of 763 CFU/m3 during 

Arabian dusty days, a much higher concentration in comparison to 161 and 145 for non-

dusty and African dusty days, respectively. Although Bacilli do not have adverse human 

health effects 214, it has been shown that these accompany soil composting processes215 and 

other vegetation activities216. 

As shown in Fig 5.5, daily variations in the amount of airborne bacteria and fungi 

do not show a clear trend that could be attributed to one of three different environmental 

conditions. This is a normal behavior of large temporal variation in the airborne bacterial 

and fungal concentrations that has been reported in many different studies. Unlike other 

studies, this variation was not found to be related to PM mass concentration as reported in 

other studies 208,217,218. 
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Escherichia coli and coliforms were absent in all the tested samples, although some 

literature reports the association of these strains to particulate matter 219,220. 

Table 5.1: Total aerobic bacteria, Bacillus Cereus, Yeasts and molds, and particulate matter 

with diameter <10 (PM10) 

 
Non Dust Arabian  African 

TAB (CFU/m3) 167.3 ± 165.4 165.4 ± 143.7 472.8 ± 550.0 

BC (CFU/m3) 120.8 ± 241.3 1.0 ± 1.4 0.7 ± 0.5 

YGC (CFU/m3) 817.5 ± 964 1099.3 ± 1022.4 760.8 ± 447.2 

PM10 (µg/m3) 98.2 ± 49.2 164.7 ± 32.0 189.6 ± 92.9 

 

  

  

Figure 18: Growth of Bacteria (a) TAB (b) BC (c-d) Yeasts and molds
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Figure 19 Daily variation of bacterial concentration (Total aerobic, bacillus cereus and yeasts and molds) during non-dusty (ND), 

Arabian dusty days (D-Ar) and African dusty days (D-Af). 
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D. Conclusion 

This preliminary study presents the total aerobic bacterial concentration in CFU/m3 as 

well as yeast and mold concentration in PM10
 collected in Beirut during non-dusty and during 

Arabian and African dusty days. Bacteria did not show follow a trend between dusty and non-

dusty days in daily variations. Yeasts and molds yield high concentration during non-dusty 

stagnant environments which is a characteristic of our region. Further studies are needed to 

assess the bacterial count and trends.  
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION 
 

 

For the eastern Mediterranean dust episodes probability increases from fall to winter. A 

peak is usually observed in April, after which it decreases sharply toward summer 221.In spring 

(March–May), dust episodes are mainly due to African South-East Westely wind, and in the Fall 

(September–November) to Easterly wind originating from the Arabian Desert 222. Moreover, dust 

in the two events, is reported to have distinct difference in the particle size distributions222 and 

that most particles originating from soils and sediments are either polluted at the origin or along 

their transport with high proportions of urban pollution223. Origin and long range contamination 

influence the particle aging and consequently their sizes as well as the gas-particle partitioning of 

the different chemical components. In this study we only considered the PM size segregation and 

water soluble ions due to their importance on the cloud condensation and radiative properties and 

on their effect on rendering mineral dust particles more soluble and hence more available to the 

ecosystem. 

In non-dusty days, ammonia readily reacts with sulfuric acid in the ultrafine mode to 

form non-volatile and neutralized ammonium sulfate which could be present in the form of 

sulfate and bisulfate. In dusty days, it was found that ammonium sulfate was enriched in the 

accumulation mode rendering these particles more prone to condensation and formation of 

bigger particles affecting absorption of aerosols to incoming solar radiation on the one hand, and 

on the other hand, more available for particle wet and dry deposition on the earth and ocean 
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surfaces and leach out of iron present along sulfates in the particles. In fact, the difference in iron 

solubility in particles was shown to depend on bulk sulfate content and not on iron content in 

fine particle samples (PM2.5) in Atlanta224.  

Moreover, the increase in nitrate concentrations, during dusty days, in the coarse 

fractions has been attributed to the homogeneous reaction of HNO3 with basic components of 

mineral dust such as CaCO3 or to heterogeneous reactions of primary NO2(g) with water surfaces 

at high relative humidity to produce HONO(g) and HNO3(particles). The formation of Ca(NO3)2 

also impacts the solubility of particles and Ca(NO3)2, thus decreasing the pH of the aerosol and 

increasing its solubility 4,225-227. Ca(NO3)2 deliquesces at a relative humidity (RH) lower than the 

typical environmental RH values (9 - 11%), which increases solubility of the aerosol 228. Upon 

deposition of mineral dust aerosols onto vegetation or marine surfaces, soluble fractions of Fe, N 

and P can be utilized as nutrients228-230. Further, in the Mediterranean region, change in dust-

bound soluble nitrogen deposition has been recognized to be a main driver of changes in the 

composition of prevalent vegetation species. In particular, elevated nitrogen makes conditions 

favorable for some invasive species and threatens biodiversity of Mediterranean ecosystems231,232  

Thus, acidification and solubility of ambient dust is an important phenomenon that 

potentially affects food security, forest growth, and other critical environmental issues of 

importance to the increasingly arid Eastern Mediterranean Region. Accurate predictions of dust 

conversion processes are thus paramount to rational land and marine ecosystem management.  

From a health perspective, dust events were often associated with enhanced airborne 

micro-organisms. This preliminary study showed a significant increase in the total count per unit 

sampled air (m3) of fungi and of a special type of bacteria; Bacillus Cereus, commonly 
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encountered in the region154, during dust storms.  Further investigation in this regard will 

continue in our labs. 
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